FlyBase: enhancing Drosophila Gene Ontology annotations
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ABSTRACT

FlyBase (http://flybase.org) is a database of Drosophila genetic and genomic information. Gene Ontology (GO) terms are used to describe three attributes of wild-type gene products: their molecular function, the biological processes in which they play a role, and their subcellular location. This article describes recent changes to the FlyBase GO annotation strategy that are improving the quality of the GO annotation data. Many of these changes stem from our participation in the GO Reference Genome Annotation Project—a multi-database collaboration producing comprehensive GO annotation sets for 12 diverse species.

INTRODUCTION TO GENE ONTOLOGY ANNOTATION

What gene products do and where they do it are fundamental questions for biologists no matter what organism is being studied. The Gene Ontology (GO; www.geneontology.org) was established 10 years ago as a means of summarizing this information consistently across different databases by using a common set of defined controlled vocabulary terms. FlyBase was one of three founding members of the Gene Ontology Consortium [GOC; (1)] but the GO has since been adopted by many model organism databases, making comparison of gene function between diverse species feasible. The GO also encodes relationships between terms, which allows for efficient searching and computational reasoning. For example, a search for all gene products with ‘kinase activity’ will automatically gather those products labelled with the more specific types of kinase activity.

GO annotation comprises at least three components: a GO term that describes molecular function, biological role or subcellular location; an ‘evidence code’ that describes the type of analysis used to support the GO term (Table 1); and an attribution to a specific reference. There may also be supporting evidence for the choice of GO term in the form of database cross-references; for instance, a gene function may be ‘inferred from genetic interaction’, in which case an identifier for the interacting gene will be included. Qualifiers may also be included to modify the annotation; currently these are: ‘colocalizes_-with’, ‘contributes_to’ and ‘NOT’. In the case of the ‘NOT’ qualifier, this has the effect of negating the annotation. FlyBase uses ‘NOT’ sparingly for cases where there is a prior expectation that a GO term should apply to a gene product but evidence exists to the contrary. Another annotation component, one that FlyBase has neglected until recently, is date. FlyBase now records an accurate date for each GO annotation reflecting when the annotation was originally made or last reviewed by a curator. GO annotations made prior to implementing the data component are dated 20060803. Examples of GO annotations are shown in Table 2.

GO annotation is useful for both small-scale and large-scale analyses. It can provide a first indication of the nature of a gene product and, in conjunction with evidence codes, point directly to papers with pertinent experimental data. However, it is particularly useful in the analysis of large data sets such as the output of a microarray experiment. For instance, the AmiGO GO Term Enrichment Tool (amigo.geneontology.org/cgi-bin/amigo/term_enrichment) will show significant shared GO terms or *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +44 1223 333 963; Fax: +44 1223 333 992; Email: s.tweedie@gen.cam.ac.uk
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parents of those GO terms associated with a list of genes. Whatever the scale of use, for the best results it is important that GO annotation be as complete and accurate as possible. This article describes recent changes to GO annotation procedures in FlyBase that aim to improve the quality of our functional annotations.

GO ANNOTATION IN FLYBASE

GO annotations appear on the Gene Report page in FlyBase (Figure 1) and are also available as a downloadable file (gene_association.fb.gz) in the genes section of the Precomputed Files page accessed from the Files menu on the FlyBase home page. This file is in the standard GO gene_association file format (www.geneontology.org/GO.format.annotation.shtml) and corresponds to the data that are submitted to the GOC for a given FlyBase release. GO data are searchable in FlyBase using both TermLink (retrieves data for all Drosophila species) and QueryBuilder (species and other criteria can be specified) (2).

Table 3 shows a summary of the current FlyBase GO annotations; 10,131 (72%) of the 14,029 Drosophila melanogaster protein-coding genes have at least one GO annotation and 9,403 (67%) have annotations with specific (non-root) GO terms.

The GO is dynamic and its content can change on a daily basis. Most of these changes are the addition of new terms but other alterations, such as making a term obsolete, a term name change or a change to ontology structure, require us to revisit our existing annotations to choose alternative GO terms or check that the annotations are still valid. Rather than attempt to keep completely up-to-date with this moving target, FlyBase loads a new version of the GO every one or two releases of FlyBase. Both new and existing annotations are made consistent with this ‘frozen’ version for a given release. The frozen version of the GO, and all other ontologies used in FlyBase, are available in the Ontology Terms section of the Precomputed Files page.

The GO annotation set is submitted to the GOC at the same time as a new version of FlyBase is released. Users should be aware that there may be a few differences between the data downloadable from FlyBase and the file downloadable from the GO website. Differences arise because the submitted files are screened for errors, and lines that do not meet a series of quality controls are removed. For instance, any annotations with terms that have become obsolete since the ontology was frozen at FlyBase will be stripped out of the files available from the GO site.

GO CURATION PIPELINE

Most GO data in FlyBase are entered via our paper-by-paper literature curation process; curators read papers and chose the appropriate terms based on the data described. For gene products that have not yet been experimentally characterized, GO terms are assigned manually if there is significant sequence similarity to gene products of known function, using the ‘inferred from sequence similarity’ evidence code or one of the new more specific versions of this code (Table 1). When no specific term can be assigned from either published data or sequence homology, a gene is annotated with the non-specific ‘root’ term (molecular_function, biological_process or cellular_component)
of the appropriate ontology, using the ‘no data available’ evidence code. This convention distinguishes between genes that are uncharacterized from those that lack GO terms because they have yet to be examined by a curator.

Manual curation is labour-intensive and it is a constant challenge to keep up to date with the volume of Drosophila literature. In an effort to address this problem, FlyBase has introduced a new literature curation triage system that employs a mix of brief and in-depth examination of journal articles. During the triaging process, papers rich in functional data are specifically flagged for GO curation.

In addition to information about D. melanogaster, FlyBase includes genome sequence data, gene models and protein information for an additional 11 Drosophila species (3,4). While D. melanogaster remains the focus of our manual GO annotation effort, we also add GO terms

Figure 1. GO annotation on the Gene Report of D. melanogaster MBD-like gene. Note the presence of contradictory experimental evidence for the term ‘methyl-CpG binding’ as indicated by the use of the qualifier ‘NOT’ for some publications. Each highlighted term links to a CV term report that includes a definition for the term and a diagram indicating its relationship to other terms.

Table 3. Numbers of D. melanogaster protein-coding genes (from a total of 14029 in FB2008_08) with GO annotation by evidence type and ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Type</th>
<th>Biological Process</th>
<th>Molecular Function</th>
<th>Cellular Component</th>
<th>Combined GO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genes with any GO annotation</td>
<td>8080</td>
<td>9253</td>
<td>6893</td>
<td>10 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genes with ≥1 experimentally based terma</td>
<td>2603</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td>3163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genes with only electronic annotationb</td>
<td>2288</td>
<td>2055</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>1716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genes with no data availablc</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>1013</td>
<td>728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAssigned with evidence codes: IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI, IEP.
bAssigned with IEA evidence code.
cRoot GO terms assigned with ND evidence code (note that ‘ND’ is applied only to genes that have been assessed for functional data; it is not used for genes that have not yet been subject to GO curation).
for non-*melanogaster* species based on experimental evidence in the literature. The majority of manual GO annotations for non-*melanogaster* genes are provided by UniProtKB (5) curators, who include GO terms based on sequence similarity. In addition, we have recently expanded our automated GO annotation pipeline to include GO terms based on InterPro (6) domains for all 12 sequenced *Drosophila* species.

**GO REFERECE GENOME ANNOTATION PROJECT**

The GO reference genome annotation project (http://www.geneontology.org/GO.refgenome.shtml) is a cross-database collaboration that aims to provide comprehensive high-quality GO annotation for every gene product in 12 diverse species—*Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Caenorhabditis elegans*, *Danio rerio*, *Dictyostelium discoideum*, *D. melanogaster*, *Escherichia coli*, *Homo sapiens*, *Gallus gallus*, *Mus musculus*, *Rattus norvegicus*, *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* (7).

For each gene product, the project aims to find all of the relevant GO terms based on the available primary experimental data and to remove those terms that have become incorporated into databases based on unsubstantiated statements.

In the early days of GO annotation, FlyBase and other GOC members captured ‘common knowledge’ from reviews and text books. While most of this information is correct, occasionally there are examples where the information cannot be traced to an experiment or the experiment is in a different species from that annotated and may not be true of the gene being annotated. GO reference genome curators have agreed, therefore, to a set of stringent annotation standards to avoid future GO annotation errors and to improve annotation consistency between groups. The resulting set of ‘gold standard’ annotations will be an improved resource for researchers in these species and can also be used to annotate other genomes.

In addition to applying the agreed standard to all new GO annotations, curators work together to annotate specific genes. This approach encourages discussion of annotation issues between curators and is efficient for developing new GO terms in a given area of biology. Each month curators from one of the participating databases choose 20 genes, the orthologous genes in the other species are identified and curators endeavour to assign all applicable GO terms based on published experimental data. When experimental data for all species are captured and all GO annotations conform to the new standards, the full annotation set is reviewed by a curator from one of the databases to check for potential errors, for example, does an outlying term in one species represent an interesting feature of biology or a curator error? Finally, gaps in knowledge for a species are filled based on sequence similarity to the experimentally characterized gene products, where applicable. It is generally safer to transfer molecular function and cellular component terms than biological processes (e.g. the term ‘flower development’ would not be added to a fly gene no matter how similar the gene products).

The current priorities for annotation are: homologs of human disease genes, genes that are highly conserved across species, genes involved in biochemical/signalling pathways, and topical genes shown to be of significant interest in recent publications. FlyBase has been contributing GO annotations to the project since it started in August 2006; over 200 *Drosophila* homologs of human genes have now been curated. Details of the genes examined to date and associated GO annotations in all species can be found on the GO website (http://www.geneontology.org/GO.refgenome.shtml); GO annotation for all species is searchable using AmiGO (http://amigo.geneontology.org/cgi-bin/amigo/go.cgi).

**GO ANNOTATION REFINEMENTS**

Assignment of terms ‘inferred from sequence or structural similarity’ (ISS) is a potential source of errors within existing annotations. In a sequence analysis, for example, if the top hits are all kinases it may seem reasonable to assume that the query sequence is also a kinase. Chances are, however, that none of the matching sequences are experimentally characterized kinases, but simply look like other sequences called kinases and so on. With the expansion of genomic data, these inferences based upon inferences are becoming increasingly common and are potentially misleading. To eliminate errors from such transitive annotations, the reference genome group have agreed to limit GO annotation based on sequence similarity to experimentally characterized gene products. The gene product identified in supporting evidence (‘with’ column of the gene-association file) must itself be annotated with the same (or more specific) term assigned with an experimental evidence code. FlyBase has reviewed its current set of ISS annotations and found that, for annotations where the similar sequence is recorded, just over 100 were made to genes products that did not have a GO annotation based on experimental evidence codes (Table 1). These have all been revised to conform to the new annotation standards.

In the interests of focusing on experimental data and attributing terms directly to publications that contain that data, FlyBase no longer curates new GO annotations based on review articles. As GO annotations for each gene are revised, existing terms based on author statements are traced to the original publication (where possible). Occasionally no experimental support for the term can be found in *Drosophila* and the term is removed. Similarly, we no longer assign GO terms based on the names of gene products in records submitted to DNA or protein sequence databases. Finally, no new GO terms will be assigned to gene products based on meeting abstracts; this information is better captured from subsequent publications where the data are presented in full.

FlyBase supplements manual GO curation with electronically predicted terms. We have recently standardized our ‘inferred from electronic annotation’ (IEA) data such that it is based on a single source: a mapping between
InterPro protein domains and GO terms (6). This manually generated mapping is under constant revision, partly based on feedback from GO curators, and is considered to be 91–100% accurate (8). GO annotations based on InterPro domains are now updated for every new release of FlyBase and the InterPro domain ID is now included in each annotation. IEA data from other sources, which were several years old and frequently redundant (e.g. terms based on Panther protein signatures which are now several years old), have now been removed. This has also eliminated potentially confusing discrepancies between the GO annotation sets available from FlyBase and the GOC. The GOC recommends that electronically predicted data be revised annually and, in an effort to enforce good practice, removes any annotations from submitted data sets with IEA evidence codes that are not used for genes that have not yet been subject to GO curation).

Table 4 shows a summary of our current GO data for D. melanogaster. Although many of the changes in GO annotation policy are quite recent, we can already see an improvement. While absolute annotation numbers are relatively unchanged because of deleted IEA data, the number of annotations based on experimental evidence has improved dramatically compared to FlyBase release FB2006_01.

**Table 4.** Comparison of total GO annotations in FlyBase releases FB2006_01 and FB2008_08 for all D. melanogaster genes (including those not yet located to the genome) by evidence type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence Type</th>
<th>FB2006_01</th>
<th>FB2008_08</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental evidence</td>
<td>11,888</td>
<td>17,322</td>
<td>+46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational evidence</td>
<td>14,946</td>
<td>15,487</td>
<td>+4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author/curator statements</td>
<td>16,711</td>
<td>16,506</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic annotation</td>
<td>22,626</td>
<td>16,010</td>
<td>-29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No biological data available</td>
<td>4,979</td>
<td>5,022</td>
<td>+0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total annotations</td>
<td>71,168</td>
<td>70,351</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Assigned with evidence codes: IDA, IPI, IMP, IGI, IEP.
*Assigned with evidence codes: ISS, ISA, ISM, ISO, RCA.
*Assigned with evidence codes: TAS, NAS, IC.
*Assigned with IEA evidence code.
*Root GO terms assigned with ND evidence code (note that ‘ND’ is applied only to genes that have been assessed for functional data; it is not used for genes that have not yet been subject to GO curation).
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